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Abstract—The emergence of sixth-generation (6G) net-
works has spurred the development of novel testbeds, includ-
ing sub-THz networks, cell-free systems, and 6G simulators.
To maximize the benefits of these systems, it is crucial
to make the generated data publicly available and easily
reusable by others. Although data sharing has become a
common practice, a lack of standardization hinders data
accessibility and interoperability. In this study, we propose
the Dataset Storage Standard (DSS) to address these chal-
lenges by facilitating data exchange and enabling convenient
processing script creation in a testbed-agnostic manner. DSS
supports both experimental and simulated data, allowing
researchers to employ the same processing scripts and tools
across different datasets. Unlike existing standardization
efforts such as SigMF and NI RF Data Recording API,
DSS provides a broader scope by accommodating a common
definition file for testbeds and is not limited to RF data
storage. The dataset format utilizes a hierarchical structure,
with a tensor representation for specific experiment scenar-
ios. In summary, DSS offers a comprehensive and flexible
framework for enhancing the FAIR principles (Findabil-
ity, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability) in 6G
testbeds, promoting open and efficient data sharing in the
research community.

Index Terms—6G, dataset, measurements, testbed, chan-
nel sounding, simulations

I. INTRODUCTION

Both academia and industry are actively developing
new sixth-generation (6G) testbeds, such as sub-THz
networks, cell-free (CF) systems, and 6G simulators. To
benefit from these systems, the measurements, or more
generally, the generated data should be publicly available
and convenient to be reused by others. While the former
has become the norm, the latter has not. Therefore, a
common data format and interface are imperative to
adhere to the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability,
and Reuse of digital assets (FAIR) principles [1].

We propose a Dataset Storage Standard (DSS) [2]
i) to facilitate exchanging data and ii) to conveniently
create processing scripts in a testbed-agnostic fashion.
The latter enables developers and researchers to share
processing scripts for the testbeds without intermediate
scripts to tailor it to the specific output format of one
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testbed. Additionally, DSS is designed to also store data
originating from simulations, enabling the processing of
experimental and simulation with the same scripts and
tools. The open-source interface documentation, including
examples, is hosted on GitHub. This is a living document;
for the most up-to-date information, please refer to the
GitHub repository [2].

As evident from [3, Table XI and XII] and [4], a
significant number of testbeds are presently in the design
and construction stages for 6G. This underscores the
pressing need for standardized storage, processing, and
documentation of experiments. Fortunately, DSS arrives
at precisely the right moment to address this requirement.

Several standards are being proposed and used in
both industry and academia to record or store measure-
ment data. Examples are Network Common Data Form
(NetCDF), Hierarchical Data Format version 5 (HDF5),
Digital RF [5], Signal Metadata Format (SigMF) [6], and
NI RF Data Recording API [7]. NetCDF and HDF5 are
general-purpose data formats used in various scientific
domains, while Digital RF and SigMF are specialized
formats for radio frequency (RF) and signal data. The
NI RF Data Recording API is specific to National In-
struments hardware and software solutions. Next to RF
research, several data storage standards are proposed in
astronomy, having similar requirements [8], [9] to DSS.
Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) is one of the
most widely used data storage standards in astronomy.
It is a flexible and self-descriptive format, primarily
designed for storing astronomical images and tables. FITS
files include headers that contain metadata describing
the content of the data. The format is highly extensible
and supports various data types, making it suitable for
a wide range of astronomical data. Another standard is
Virtual Observatory Table (VOTable), which is an XML-
based standard designed for representing tabular data,
such as catalogs and data tables. It is widely used in the
Virtual Observatory framework, facilitating the exchange
of data between different observatories and data archives.
VOTable files include metadata and descriptions of table
columns, making them self-descriptive and interoperable.
Although having some similarities in the requirements,
FITS and VOTable are tailored to astronomy and are
therefore not directly applicable to 6G testbeds. An
overview and differences of these standards are provided



TABLE I: Comparison of Data Storage Standards

Standard Data Stored Storage Method Focus Hardware description
NetCDF Structured scientific data Hierarchical format General-purpose
HDF5 Structured and unstructured data Hierarchical format General-purpose
Digital RF RF and signal data Custom format RF signal data
SigMF Signal metadata Lightweight format Signal metadata
NI RF Data API RF data (NI-specific) SigMF format RF data management (only NI)
FITS Measurement-specific Table structures Astronomical observations
VOTable Measurement-specific Hierarchical tabular structure Astronomical observations
DSS Measurement-specific Custom format (HDF5 + NetCDF) 6G experiments and data storage

in Table I.
In contrast to other standardization endeavors in the

context of 6G testbeds, such as SigMF and NI RF Data
Recording API, DSS has a broader scope. It supports a
common definition file for testbeds and is not limited
to storing RF data exclusively. DSS emphasizes describ-
ing hardware-agnostic experiment descriptions. While not
designed for experiment configuration, DSS does not
impose limitations on the use of it for that purpose. Fur-
thermore, DSS supports mobility, enabling the movement
of the user equipments (UEs) about the testbed. This can
also be very useful for creating a database of different
experiments.

At its core, DSS is built upon the data model of the
widely recognized HDF5 and NetCDF storage standards,
and data can be stored using either of these formats. DSS
introduces an additional layer in the form of metadata
description files, customizing it to better suit the require-
ments of 6G testbeds.

II. DSS ARCHITECTURE

The standard comprises three main components: i)
human-readable description files detailing experiments
and testbeds (Section II-A), ii) a specific data storage for-
mat based on the type of measurement (Section II-B), iii)
and an application program interface (API) (Section II-B).
These are illustrated in Fig. 2 and elaborated below.

The description files are used to i) programmatically
extract relevant information regarding the stored dataset,
and ii) to model the hardware setup to perform simula-
tions. Consequently, the behavior of hardware is defined
in the hardware component. This can range from the
frequency response of the utilized cables to the power
amplifier (PA) AM/AM profile. By defining how to store
and describe this metadata, the FAIR principles are forced
to be met and calibration procedures and hardware imper-
fections become transparent to the users of the testbed and
the dataset.

A. The DSS Description Files

A number of files are required to interpret and explain
a conducted experiment. The files are structured in a way
such that they can conveniently be re-used in different
experiments and testbeds. For instance, a data source can
describe an SDR, as well as a DAQ system. It is a system
that actively influences (e.g., through samples) and returns
the data in a digital format. This is in contrast to hardware
components, that passively affect the signals and data,
e.g., an low-noise amplifier (LNA). A testbed consists
of one of several chains of data sources and hardware

components. An experiment can refer to an environment
file, describing, e.g., the room dimensions, and 3D scans
and models. The experiment includes the testbeds used
and a number of measurements, each having different
parameters.

1) Testbed Description Files: A testbed description
file is a hierarchy of logical chains of data sources
and hardware components that reflect the real measure-
ment/testbed setup. An example of a testbed description
file, based on the Techtile testbed [10], is depicted in
Fig. 3 and is based on the example shown in Fig. 1. The
testbed consists of two subsystems, an acoustic system,
and an RF infrastructure. The RF data chain consists
of 140 chains of an SDR with, in this example, only
one antenna connected to it (while two are possible).
The acoustic part of the testbed encompasses one central
DAQ system connected, in this example, to 100 amplifiers
and MEMS microphones. Each * in Fig. 3 represents
a reference to the data source or hardware component,
defined elsewhere (see the following sections).

2) Data Source Description Files: Each data source
has a unique type associated with it, and each type in turn
has a number of configurable parameters. An example of
a data source is an SDR, which has a set of configurable
parameters such as, e.g., the sampling rate or bandwidth.

3) Hardware Components: Various hardware compo-
nents, including antennas, cables, PAs, filters, and sensors,
are integral to testbeds and affect recorded datasets (see
Fig. 1). Knowledge of these systems is often required
to calibrate hardware or to remove the effect of the an-
tenna pattern when processing the dataset. Each hardware
component can have one or several attributes associated
with it. An example is presented in Fig. 1, where the
frequency response of the utilized amplifier is stored in a
DSS-compliant dataset file.

4) Environments: Optionally, environment-related
metadata can be stored, such as the physical properties
of the room (air absorption, material properties,
temperature, noise values, room dimensions, interference
signals in surroundings, . . . ). However, in DSS there
are currently no constraints on the type of data and the
storage format.

5) Experiments: The experiment description file con-
tains the information about a conducted experiment and
thus refers to other description files. The experiment
description file can also contain variables such as tem-
perature and references to photo and video files.



Fig. 1: Example of two testbed setups (inspired by the Techtile testbed [10]). Left: Illustrating multiple universal software radio
peripheral (USRP) NI B210 software-defined radios (SDRs) having each two antennas connected. The antenna pattern is an
attribute of the specific antenna hardware component. Right: One central data acquisition system (DAQ) samples multiple micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) microphones. Each microphone is connected to an amplifier before being sampled. Two examples
of attributes related to an amplifier is depicted, i.e., the amplitude modulation to amplitude modulation (AM/AM) and frequency
response.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the proposed standard, consisting of the description files, datasets, and API.

B. Dataset
The description files are utilized when reading/storing

the data in a common format. A simple dataset struc-
ture is used to store the data of a specific experiment
scenario. A tensor is used, which has a data and a time
dimension. These dimensions are tailored to the dataset
type, exemplified by the type of channel measurement
that is performed, e.g., RF channel-sounding or acoustic
measurements. Next to predefined dataset types, a user of
DSS is allowed to specify new types and thus extend the
DSS.

The dataset is stored in an HDF5 [11] or NetCDF [12]
format to maintain interoperability with a range of pro-
gramming languages.

C. Application Programming Interface
The DSS API functions as an additional layer atop

the standardized storage and description files, enhancing

the utility and adaptability of DSS. It is imperative to
emphasize that, while the API will be developed, DSS
maintains its primary focus on the meticulous structuring
of data and metadata.

The DSS API is laid out to facilitate streamlined inter-
action with the standard and provide users with a versatile
platform for extending functionalities. By adhering to
the standardized data storage and metadata management
conventions established by DSS, the API becomes a
powerful tool for implementing common workflows and
procedures. This approach allows DSS to become the
unification of different libraries and tools for a wide
range of measurement types. This way the community
can focus on the experiments, and use already available
post-processing procedures embedded in the DSS API.



Techtile: &Techtile
name: "Techtile"
description: "Small description"
url: "https://github.com/techtile-by-dramco"
level: "L3" # Level of testbed, see [4]
data_chains:
- label: "RF"

chain:
data_source:

<<: *B210
channel_chain:

hardware_components:
- <<: *Techtile915MHzAntenna

data_source_channel: "0"
num_data_source_chains: 140 # num_channels

will be num_chains x 2 channels↪→
channel_locations: # physical location of

each channel source↪→
file: techtile_antenna_locations.npy
loc_unit: "m" # unit used for source

location↪→
- label: "Acoustic"

chain:
data_source:

<<: *DAQ
channel_chain:

hardware_components:
- <<: *TechtileMicrophonePA
- <<: *TechtileMicrophone

data_source_channel: "0:100"
num_data_source_chains: 1 # num_channels will

be num_chains x 2 channels↪→
channel_locations: # physical location of each

channel source↪→
file: techtile_microphone_locations.npy
loc_unit: "m" # unit used for source

location↪→

Fig. 3: Example of an incomplete testbed description file.

III. DATASET TYPES – DSS IN THE FIELD

A. The Channel-Sounding Dataset

The dataset containing a channel-sounding experiment
or scenario, see e.g., [13]–[23], has minimal three dimen-
sions: the number of transmitters, the number of receivers,
and the data in the delay or frequency domain. Each
transmitter or receiver can have one or more channels,
as specified by the testbed or data source description.
The mapping between the transmit and receive channels
should be described in the experiment description file.
Furthermore, each channel can have a position and ori-
entation associated with it, allowing to, e.g., take antenna
characteristics into account. Similarly, data in the delay or
frequency domain can have a delay or absolute frequency
coordinate associated with it. Depending on the type of
measurement hardware that is used, different means of
(post-)processing can be necessary, such as reduction of
the measurement bandwidth, selection of a specific fre-
quency range for application scenarios, or pulse shaping.

Depending on the available data, examples for ap-
plication of channel-sounding datasets are for testing
of positioning or channel estimation algorithms (e.g.,
using array processing on suitable datasets), analysis of
propagation characteristics for propagation/environment
modeling or machine learning-based feature extraction,
but also wireless power transfer applications, requiring
as minimal knowledge the transmit power settings. Below
we briefly discuss the data that can be expected in a gen-
eral channel-sounding dataset as well as two applications
in form of positioning and wireless power transfer.

1) Measurement Data: Visualization of the measure-
ment data, e.g., the channel impulse response (CIR)
between a specific transmitter itx = 0 for each receive
channel at a certain measurement time(index) it = 0
can be conveniently done via dedicated functions. These
plot the channel response (CR), e.g., the received signal
in complex baseband notation, or the complex-valued
transfer function (TF) via

dss.plot_cr((tx=0, rx=[0,1,2,3], t=0))
dss.plot_tf((tx=0, rx=[0,1,2,3], t=0))

which allows to quickly view and compare measurements.
Examples are shown in Fig. 4 in form of the time-
and frequency domain signals for a single transmitter
location and 4 receiver locations spaced roughly 2 cm
apart for a measurement bandwidth of 1Ghz and carrier
frequency of 6.95GHz (see [22] for details regarding the
measurements).

2) Positioning: For developing positioning applica-
tions, a multitude of algorithms can be employed, in-
cluding various combinations of range- or angle-based
algorithms or even received signal strength (RSS)-based
approaches. The data stored in DSS then needs to be
formatted accordingly in post-processing to allow appli-
cation of, e.g., channel estimation algorithms to extract
ranges. This will commonly encompass the selection of
the target bandwidth and center frequency, oversampling
when required, or determination of parametric signal
atoms for use with parametric channel estimators, see
[22, Sec. IV-C]. A corresponding DSS-compliant dataset
will thus necessitate a certain level of calibration to be
performed to enable correct use of the measurement data,
ideally de-embedding the properties of the measurement
device from the measurement data up to a minimum level
that cannot be performed by the end-user, or would be
required for algorithm testing. This could encompass, e.g.,
calibration of the system response to remove effects that
can be considered unique to the measurement hardware,
but would generally require a description of the per-
formed calibration procedure. Positioning algorithms will
furthermore require the location of all sensor positions,
encompassing the UE, agent or mobile device to localize,
as well as the base stations (BSs), often termed (position-
ing) anchors. For the (positioning) anchors, information
about the level of synchronization between these anchors
is necessary. To incorporate hardware components such
as antennas in algorithms, the orientation of these in the
environment coordinate system needs to be specified in
the DSS description file.

3) Wireless Power transfer: Using a dataset to evaluate
wireless power transfer (WPT) requires accurate ampli-
tude measurements or simulations. An essential part of
the former is the calibration of linear systematic errors
introduced by hardware components such as cables, an-
tennas, connectors, etc. A DSS-compliant dataset includes
the characterization of these hardware components. The
manufacturer of a data source guarantees calibrated mea-
surements at its ports, and thus the measurement reference
planes are located there.
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Fig. 4: Measurement signals between a single transmitter and 4
exemplary receiver locations spaced roughly 2 cm apart.

It is evident that adopting DSS will ensure that applica-
tions working with channel-sounding data can seamlessly
process data from different DSS-compliant datasets with-
out particular care about the involved error networks.

B. The Simulation Dataset

In the multifaceted realm of 6G research, both real-
world experimentation and theoretical modeling are
paramount. Here, the simulation dataset stands out as a
powerful instrument, providing researchers with a refined
method to emulate scenarios, validate theories, and build
models, even before initiating real-world experiments.
The DSS, with its intricate architecture as described
earlier, bestows upon the simulation dataset several note-
worthy features.

At its foundation, the simulation dataset ensures di-
mensional rigor. Every simulation run represents an it-
eration or instance of a chosen scenario. In contrast, the
associated result captures the observational outcome from
that specific iteration. There’s also an inherent fluidity in
parameter selection. Simulations within the DSS frame-
work often pivot around varying input parameters, such
as network arrival rates. This variance unfolds a rich
spectrum of results, from metrics like mean throughput
and delay to volumes of dropped packets. Such depth
of outcomes allows researchers to understand system
behavior across different conditions.

Additionally, the importance of temporal granularity is
hard to overstate. Many simulations seek to delineate how
systems evolve over time. The DSS accommodates this
by offering time-based outputs, structuring data points
as time-value pairs, painting a clear picture of temporal
variations. An experiment can generate a plethora of
results. With the DSS, researchers can decide whether
each system node should be a unique data source or
if they should consider the entire simulation logging
as a singular unit, which is crucial for nuanced data
interpretation and analysis.

There are several overarching advantages to employing
the simulation dataset within the DSS. Its unmatched
flexibility allows researchers to control every variable,
recreating myriad scenarios, some of which might be
challenging or even impossible to stage in the real world.
Economically, simulations often trump real-world exper-
iments, especially when the latter require specialized or
rare resources. The ability to rerun simulations guarantees
reproducibility, reinforcing the credibility of findings. In
scenarios where real-world tests might pose risks, simu-
lations provide a hazard-free environment to venture into.
Moreover, the inherent scalability of the DSS simulations
ensures systems can be studied at any scale, from the
smallest networks to sprawling infrastructures.

In essence, the simulation dataset, meticulously crafted
within the DSS paradigm, is poised to become an in-
dispensable tool in 6G network research. It bridges the
theoretical with the practical, ensuring that researchers
are equipped with robust, reliable, and insightful tools,
preparing them for the demands of the real world.

C. The Acoustic Dataset

A dataset containing the room impulse responses
(RIRs) or audio fragments obtained from different speak-
ers and microphone combinations is desired, e.g., [24].
The acoustic dataset shows a close analogy to the channel-
sounding dataset, described in Section III-A. The three di-
mensions for this dataset consist of the number of speak-
ers, the number of microphones and the data (RIRs or
audio fragments). The location dependency of a speaker
or microphone entails the use of different channels, when
focusing on array configurations. In simulations, it may
be possible, for example, that single microphones are
placed at all desired locations simultaneously, meaning
that only 1 channel is applicable. Measurements are more
likely to use and move the same microphone (array).
Nevertheless, this dataset can be used for both simulation
and measurements.

Plotting the RIR of channel 0 between e.g., speaker 1
and microphone 14 can be conveniently done via:
dss.plot_rir((sp=1, mic=14, ch=0))

and results in, for example, Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: RIR between the 14th microphone and 1st speaker.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS

The Dataset Storage Standard (DSS) architecture pre-
sented in this document represents a robust framework



for the structured storage and management of scientific
datasets. DSS offers a well-defined structure comprising
description files, hardware component definitions, envi-
ronments, and experiments, all working together to en-
sure the transparency, reusability, and interoperability of
stored data. By focusing on standardized data storage and
metadata management, DSS adheres to the Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of digital assets
(FAIR) principles, making datasets findable, accessible,
and usable for a wide range of scientific and engineering
applications. The inclusion of a flexible API enhances
DSS’s capabilities, enabling users to efficiently interact
with and extend the standard for specific workflows and
procedures. With its support for various dataset types,
such as channel sounding and acoustic measurements,
DSS proves versatile and adaptable to diverse research
domains. In essence, the DSS architecture sets a strong
foundation for effective data storage, retrieval, and analy-
sis, contributing significantly to advancing scientific and
experimental research through standardized and well-
structured datasets.

The future outlook for DSS holds several promising op-
portunities for further development and extensions such as
e.g., expanded dataset types, machine learning integration,
and the extension of the API including data visualization
tools.

In summary, the future of DSS is marked by its adapt-
ability and openness to growth. By embracing emerging
technologies and responding to the evolving needs of the
scientific and engineering communities, DSS can continue
to serve as a valuable standard for dataset storage and
management, fostering greater collaboration and innova-
tion in data-driven research.
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